Understanding discourse-linked elements in aphasia: A threefold study in Russian

Abstract | Background: Agrammatic speakers have problems with grammatical encoding and decoding. However, not all syntactic processes are equally problematic: present time reference, who-questions, and reflexives can be processed by narrow syntax alone and are relatively spared compared to past time reference, which-questions, and personal pronouns, respectively. The latter need additional access to discourse and information structures to link to their referent outside the clause (Avrutin, 2006). Linguistic processing that requires discourse-linking is difficult for agrammatic individuals: verb morphology with reference to the past is more difficult than with reference to the present (Bastiwanse et al., 2011). The same holds for which-questions compared to who-questions and for pronouns compared to reflexives (Avrutin, 2006). These results have been reported independently for different populations in different languages. The current study, for the first time, tested all conditions within the same population.

**Aims:** We had two aims with the current study. First, we wanted to investigate whether discourse-linking is the common denominator of the deficits in time reference, \textit{wh}-questions, and object pronouns. Second, we aimed to compare the comprehension of discourse-linked elements in people with agrammatic and fluent aphasia. **Methods and procedures:** Three sentence-picture-matching tasks were administered to 10 agrammatic, 10 fluent aphasic, and 10 non-brain-damaged Russian speakers (NBDs): (1) the Test for Assessing Reference of Time (TART) for present imperfective (reference to present) and past perfective (reference to past), (2) the WH-Extraction Assessment Tool (WHEAT) for \textit{which}-and \textit{who}-subject questions, and (3) the Reflexive-Pronoun Test (RePro) for reflexive and pronominal reference. **Outcomes and results:** NBDs scored at ceiling and significantly higher than the aphasic participants. We found an overall effect of discourse-linking in the TART and WHEAT for the agrammatic speakers, and in all three tests for the fluent speakers. Scores on the RePro were at ceiling. **Conclusions:** The results are in line with the prediction that problems that individuals with agrammatic and fluent aphasia experience when comprehending sentences that contain verbs with past time reference, \textit{which}-question words and pronouns are caused by the fact that these elements involve discourse-linking. The effect is not specific to agrammatism, although it may result from different underlying disorders in agrammatic and fluent aphasia.

**2.1 Introduction**

**2.1.1 Discourse-linking theory and aphasia**

Agrammatic aphasic individuals encounter problems with grammatical decoding. However, not all syntactic processing is equally problematic, which becomes apparent in studies that involve the relationship between different linguistic levels, specifically and most notably between narrow syntax and discourse structure. Processing at the level of narrow syntax activates the lexical and syntactic features of linguistic elements and involves computations over these elements. Discourse-linked elements have representation beyond the sentence boundaries, because they have a specific referent, or set of referents, that need to be identified. Pesetsky (1987) argues that for D(iscourse)-linked elements a specific connection between their syntactic and discourse repre-
sentation is required to ensure a correspondence between their grammatical function and eventual interpretation. In other words, processing such elements requires additional operations. Taking as an example a difference between reflexive elements and pronouns, and also the difference between who- and which-questions, the following can be stated: For reflexives (e.g. The woman is washing herself) and who-questions (e.g. Who is pushing the man?) only narrow syntax is needed. The relation between a reflexive and its antecedent can be established within the sentence, by narrow syntax. Likewise, the question word who does not refer to a specific referent. However, for object pronouns (e.g. The woman is washing her) and referential which + NP questions (e.g. Which woman is pushing the man?) discourse and access to information structure require additional processing apart from narrow-syntactic processing.

It has been shown that agrammatic speakers perform relatively well on sentences with reflexives and on who-questions (see for example Avrutin, 2000, 2006, and the cited references therein). The scope of narrow syntax is only the sentence; hence, processing at the level of narrow syntax does not require much resource capacity. However, agrammatic speakers’ performance on comprehending object pronouns and which + NP questions is often impaired. This is consistent with the so-called processing deficit account such as the one by Caplan, Waters, DeDe, Michaud, and Reddy (2007): Agrammatic individuals lack sufficient resources to successfully perform several syntactic operations simultaneously due to limited working-memory capacities.

Recently, the theory on impaired discourse-linking in agrammatic aphasia (Avrutin, 2006) has been combined with the idea from theoretical linguistics that past tense is discourse-linked (Zagona, 2003). Tense is a morphological inflection on the verb that provides information about the temporal relation, such as ‘simultaneity’ or ‘precedence,’ between the time interval of the event and the time of evaluation set by the context. Bastiaanse et al. (2011) expanded on Zagona’s and Avrutin’s theory and hypothesized that past time reference is discourse-linked, regardless of the tense used. Agrammatic speakers find it more difficult to produce and comprehend verb forms that refer to the past than verb forms that refer to the non-past, because of their difficulties with discourse linking, which is captured by the Past DIscourse LIkening Hypothesis (PADILIH; Bastiaanse et al., 2011; Bastiaanse, 2013). The PADILIH predicts

\[ \text{For example, in English and Dutch one can refer to the past by using the present perfect: A verb form with an auxiliary in present tense that as a whole refers to the past. Such forms were also impaired compared to present time reference (Bos & Bastiaanse, 2014)} \]
that verb forms with past time reference, such as ‘wrote’, are impaired in agrammatic aphasia, because they are discourse-linked: In order to interpret a verb with past time reference, a link has to be made to an event time. Also non-brain-damaged speakers (NBDs) require more resources to process past time reference than to process non-past time reference. Verb forms with non-past time reference, such as ‘writes’, are relatively spared, because they can be processed by narrow syntax alone.

One of the issues in aphasiology is to what extent comprehension problems are specific to a particular syndrome. In non-brain-damaged people evidence for the linguistic complexity of past time reference comes from studies in which (discourse-related) electrophysiological differences in processing of past and non-past time reference violations have been found, which are related to discourse-processing (Dragoy, Stowe, Bos, & Bastiaanse, 2012) and not tense (Bos, Dragoy, Stowe, & Bastiaanse, 2013).

Also for people with fluent aphasia, discourse-linked past time reference requires additional processing. Production studies showed they could still refer to the past; however, they tend to resort to less complex verb forms with non-finite lexical verbs, such as ‘has written.’ Furthermore, agrammatic speakers are overall less consistent in assigning the correct time reference than fluent aphasic speakers (Dragoy & Bastiaanse, 2013; Bos & Bastiaanse, 2014). Cho-Reyes and Thompson (2012) found that although syntactic abilities in fluent (anomic) aphasia are largely preserved, more complex forms of verbs and sentences are impaired. Processing of discourse-linked elements by fluent aphasic individuals in other domains has not been sufficiently addressed yet. Only a few studies with fluent aphasic participants reported on the performance in the domain of who- and which-questions (Wimmer, 2010) or in the pronominal domain (Grodzinsky, Wexler, Chien, Marakovitz, & Solomon, 1993; Love, Nicol, Swinney, Hickok, & Zurif, 1998; Ruigendijk & Avrutin, 2003) and no clear pattern emerged.

We investigated the processing of discourse-linked elements in both agrammatic and fluent aphasia in the domains of time reference, who-questions, and pronouns. In the following paragraphs, we review the literature on comprehension of discourse-linked elements in aphasia with a focus on these three
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3Aronson (1977), Partee (1973), and Zagona (2013) proposed that future tense should be seen as a sub-class of present tense. They assume it is derived from the present tense via modal and aspectual features. This view is adopted here by distinguishing between past and non-past time reference.
domains. Subsequently, we provide the relevant linguistic background on Russian, the language under study, before describing the aims of our experiments.

2.1.2 Previous studies on discourse-linked elements in aphasia

In studies on agrammatism, there is cross-linguistic evidence that supports and further refines the PADILIH. Bastiaanse et al. (2011) report data from the Test for Assessing Reference of Time (TART: Bastiaanse, Jonkers, & Thompson, 2008), which has a binary choice task for testing comprehension. In languages with a simple verb inflection paradigm (English) and more extensive verb inflection paradigms (Turkish) as well as in a language that uses freestanding grammatical morphemes for time reference (e.g. aspectual adverbs in Chinese), the pattern of reference to the past (through grammatical morphology) being more impaired than reference to the non-past emerged. The TART was also used to test an agrammatic aphasic group of Swahili-English bilinguals. They were more impaired in reference to the past than to the non-past in production and comprehension in both languages.

There are a number of grammaticality judgment studies in which the congruency of the temporal adverb and the verb’s time reference was manipulated. No clear pattern has emerged from such studies. Stavrakaki and Kouvava (2003) reported near-ceiling performance for time reference violations by verbs with past time reference (expressed by past tense). Clahsen and Ali (2009) and Mészáros (2011) reported no difference between time reference violations by verbs with past time reference (expressed by past tense) and present time reference (expressed by present tense), and also the data from Greek agrammatism by Nanousi, Masterson, Druks, and Atkinson (2006) did not yield a particular pattern of time reference errors. Faroqi-Shah and Dickey (2009) found that agrammatic speakers of English responded faster to time reference violations by a verb with present time reference, than by a verb with past or future time reference, although the accuracy did not differ. These reaction time experiments seem to give more information than grammaticality judgment. However, if errors are made on such a task, it is unclear whether these are due to insufficient processing of the time reference of the verb, of the adverb, or of both. Thus, such studies are not very revealing concerning differences between time frames; they merely suggest that the time reference per se is problematic for an aphasic population.
Relatively few studies investigated time reference processing in fluent aphasia. In spontaneous speech of fluent aphasic speakers there are, to our knowledge, no reports of a marked deficit for past time reference, however, in an experimental setting, fluent aphasic speakers showed a quantitatively and qualitatively impaired performance on verbs with past reference compared to non-past reference (for production: Bos & Bastiaanse, 2014; Dragoy & Bastiaanse, 2013; Klijajevic & Bastiaanse, 2011; Wieczorek, Huber, & Darkow, 2011; for production and comprehension: Jonkers & de Bruin, 2009). Two production studies with the TART have revealed that the problems with time reference do not surface similarly in agrammatic and fluent aphasic speakers, as reflected in an error analysis. Although the quantitative accuracy was the same in the two groups, agrammatic speakers were overall less consistent than fluent aphasic speakers in assigning temporal reference to verbs (Bos & Bastiaanse, 2014; Dragoy & Bastiaanse, 2013). Jonkers and de Bruin (2009) investigated comprehension of time reference in a group of five agrammatic speakers and seven speakers with Wernicke’s aphasia in Dutch. Overall, past time reference (expressed by the simple past) was more difficult than non-past time reference (expressed by the simple present), with no difference for high or low frequency verbs.

Several studies have shown that *who-* and *which*-subject questions represent a similar dichotomy. Hickok and Avrutin (1996) investigated processing of *wh*-questions in two agrammatic speakers and found that comprehension of *which*-subject questions was impaired, while comprehension of *who*-subject questions was relatively spared. Similar results have been reported by Salis and Edwards (2008). Data from languages with a strong case system are also available, in which grammatical role assignment depends on the case (e.g., nominative and accusative case) of the noun phrase. Word order is less rigid. Neuhaus and Penke (2008) collected comprehension data from agrammatic speakers of German. With implicational scaling they show that *who*-subject questions are better preserved than *which*-subject questions.

However, other studies showed no difference between *who-* and *which*-questions, both being processed at ceiling in agrammatic aphasia. Stavrakaki and Kouvava (2003) had two agrammatic speakers of Modern Greek perform a grammaticality judgment task in which movement of *wh*-operators was manipu-
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4 Some studies also contained *wh*-object questions. The difference between subject and object questions is out of scope of this paper.
lated. Their participants scored at ceiling on *who*- and *which*-subject questions. Another study on in Modern Greek only focused on *who*-questions about pictures, and also reported ceiling performance (Fyndanis, Varlokosta, & Tsapkini, 2010). Kljajevic and Murasugi (2010) investigated *who*- and *which*-questions in different structures in Croatian, a Slavic language. On an act-out task, most of their agrammatic participants performed at ceiling for direct questions, embedded questions, long-distance questions, and relative clauses, while for passive questions their performance contained considerable variation.

Little is known about *wh*-extraction in fluent aphasia. Cho-Reyes and Thompson (2012) tested a large group of anomic aphasic individuals and found ceiling performance on *who*-subject questions on a sentence-picture matching task. German fluent aphasic speakers tested by Wimmer (2010) comprehended *who*- and *which*-subject questions at chance level, with no significant difference between the two.

A number of experiments tested agrammatic individuals’ comprehension of reflexives and pronouns by grammaticality judgment. Some studies report a difference between comprehension of reflexives and pronouns. Grodzinsky et al. (1993) used a picture verification task with sentences of the type: *Is Mama bear touching her/herself?* The authors interpret the results as chance performance for the English agrammatic speakers for the pronoun sentences where the picture did not match. We reanalyzed their data to show that the mean accuracy of agrammatic speakers on sentences with reflexives was 90.2% and on pronouns was 63.5%. Ruigendijk, Vasić, and Avrutin (2006) tested Dutch agrammatic speakers with a ternary choice picture-sentence matching task. The individuals with aphasia performed significantly worse than the non-brain-damaged participants on pronouns, but not on reflexives. In a follow-up experiment they compared pronouns and reflexives in Exceptional Case Marking constructions of this kind: *...en daarna zag de mani zichzelfi/*j/* hemi/*j voetballen: ‘...and then the mani saw himselfi/*j/* himi/*j play soccer’*. Here, the performance on pronouns was significantly worse than the performance on
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5We investigated the possibility that the agrammatic and fluent aphasic participants in Grodzinsky et al.’s study had a yes bias, which may lead to a better score for the pronoun sentences where the picture matched. We reanalyzed their data with A’, a technique to take out a bias in yes/no-answers (Grier, 1971). The conclusion that Grodzinsky et al. (1993) drew, that the fluent and agrammatic aphasic groups show a very different performance pattern can be refined: In their study, both aphasic groups performed worse on pronoun conditions as compared to reflexive conditions (Wilcoxon’s test: $W = 95, p < .002$), but their error patterns are different, because the agrammatic speakers exhibited a yes-bias.
reflexives.

Other studies have not reported any difference between comprehension of reflexives and object pronouns. Edwards and Varlokosta (2007) performed an experiment with English agrammatic speakers similar to the one by Grodzinsky et al. (1993) and report overall chance performance on mismatch conditions. They conclude that in agrammatic comprehension both reflexives and pronouns are impaired, but on the basis of their experiment they cannot tell whether this is due to the same underlying disorder. Martínez-Ferreiro (2010) used a binary choice sentence-picture matching test to investigate comprehension of object versus reflexive clitics in agrammatic speakers of Ibero-Romance languages. Overall performance was at ceiling, without significant differences between conditions.

Love et al. (1998) conducted an online priming paradigm experiment in which the activation of the referent of either a pronoun or a reflexive was measured. Sentences were of the type The boxer \(i\) said that the skier \(j\) in the hospital had blamed him/\(i\)/himself/\(j\) for the recent injury. At the point of him/himself, priming of the subject-NP of the embedded sentence (skier) was investigated. The healthy control group correctly showed a priming effect for skier at himself, and not at him. However, the three individuals with Broca’s aphasia showed no priming for skier at himself, and incorrect priming for skier at him. Hence, not only did the reflexive not yield a priming effect for its referent skier, but also the pronoun incorrectly elicited activation for the skier. This study suggests that the processing of both pronouns and reflexives is impaired in agrammatism.

Fewer studies investigated pronominal and reflexive reference in fluent aphasia. Data from a sentence-picture matching task in Dutch with two fluent aphasic participants suggested a general problem with referential elements (Ruigendijk & Avrutin, 2003). Grodzinsky et al. (1993) administered their picture verification task to a group of individuals with Wernicke’s aphasia, who scored at chance level for matching and non-matching pronoun conditions. Our reanalysis of these data confirmed that the fluent aphasic individuals understood reflexives (96.9% accuracy) better than pronouns (69.7% accuracy). The priming effect study by Love et al. (1998) also included English-speaking participants with Wernicke’s aphasia. These participants behaved similarly to healthy participants: at the reflexive, they showed correct priming of the corresponding antecedent, which was absent when a pronoun was encountered.

In sum, there is cross-linguistic evidence that in agrammatic and fluent
aphasia, reference to the past is more vulnerable than reference to the non-past in languages that obligatorily mark time reference on the verb (see Bastiaanse, 2013, for a more extensive review). Verbs demanding discourse-linking require more grammatical computation than verbs that can be processed without discourse-linking. Studies that reported a significant difference between who and which in agrammatic aphasia, point to an impairment of the latter (Hickok & Avrutin, 1996; Salis & Edwards, 2008; Neuhaus & Penke, 2008), but not all studies found divergent behavior on these structures (Stavrakaki & Kouvava, 2003; Kljajevic & Murasugi, 2010). For fluent aphasic speakers no asymmetric comprehension pattern of wh-extracted questions emerged (Wimmer, 2010). Regarding aphasic comprehension of reflexives and object pronouns, no clear pattern has emerged. Some studies on agrammatic aphasia reported worse comprehension of object pronouns than reflexives (Grodzinsky et al., 1993; Love et al., 1998; Ruigendijk, Vasić, & Avrutin, 2006), although in other studies both types of anaphora were impaired (Edwards & Varlokosta, 2007) or spared (Martínez-Ferreiro, 2010). Previous research on fluent aphasia does not unequivocally point towards impaired processing of pronouns compared to reflexives either (no impairment: Love et al., 1998; overall impairment: Ruigendijk & Avrutin, 2003; pronouns processing worse than reflexives: Grodzinsky et al., 1993).

2.1.3 Linguistic background of Russian

In Russian, time reference is conveyed through verb inflections for tense and is closely related to a verb’s aspect. A distinction is made between past, present and future verb forms, and each verb falls into one of two aspeceutal categories: perfective or imperfective. There is no unique way to form one aspeceutal form from another, although some rules can be applied. Aspeceutal counterparts of a verb are therefore assumed to be different lexical entries and have different lemmas in the dictionary. There is a particular correspondence between time reference and aspect in Russian: simple perfective verb forms may refer to the past or the future, while simple imperfective verb forms refer to the past or present. For past reference, the verbs receive a suffix –l- and gender and number marking on the verb stem, for example, past imperfective pisa-l: ‘he was writing’, and past perfective napisa-l: ‘he wrote’. The present imperfective is formed with number and case marking on the verb stem, for example, pish-et: ‘s/he is writing’. Future perfective requires the same inflection as
present imperfective, but added to a perfective verb stem: *napish-et*: ‘s/he will write’. For a more extensive background on the Russian tense/aspect system, see Dragoy and Bastiaanse (2013). Based on their Russian production data by agrammatic and fluent aphasic speakers, the authors argue that in Russian the prototypical form for past time reference is the past perfective; that is, perfective aspect prototypically denotes completed, past events. Imperfective aspect primarily refers to ongoing, non-past events. The prototypical form for non-past time reference is, therefore, the present imperfective. Comprehension of these prototypical forms will be studied in the current time reference experiment.

For the *wh*-experiment, we used the unmarked word order for *wh*-subject questions. The basic word order of Russian is Subject-Verb-Object (SVO), although the major sentence constituents can be put in any order when it is pragmatically adequate (Bailyn, 1995). *Wh*-subject question words are in nominative case, and *which*-question words are gender marked: *kto*: ‘who’, and *kakoj/kakaja*: ‘which’. Thematic role assignment relies on morphology rather than on the specific syntactic positions: compare, e.g., *kakoj muzhchina presledujet zhenschinu?*: ‘which-NOM man-NOM chases woman-ACC’ and *zhenschinu presledujet kakoj muzhchina?*: ‘woman-ACC chases which-NOM man-NOM’, both translated as ‘which man is chasing the woman?’.

Reflexive reference is expressed in Russian as the -*s’a* particle (suffix) on the verb, which is not inflected for gender, number or case: *myt’-s’a*: ‘wash himself/herself’. Pronominal reference, however, is made with a separate personal pronoun, which is gender-, number- and case-marked: *jego*: ‘him’, and *jejo*: ‘her’; e.g., *myt’ jego/jejo*: ‘wash him/her’.

### 2.1.4 Goals of the study

The theory of discourse-linking (Pesetsky, 1987) applies to different domains. If there is an overall impairment of discourse-linking in agrammatic aphasia, as hypothesized by Avrutin (2000, 2006), and if past time reference is indeed discourse-linked, as stated in the PADILIH, then discourse-linking should be the common denominator of the deficits in time reference, *wh*-questions, and object pronouns. Until now, this has not been investigated within the same population. Our first goal is to systematically investigate the influence of discourse-linking in these three linguistic domains.

We have previously shown that discourse-linking negatively affects fluent
aphasic production on the TART (Bos & Bastiaanse, 2014; Dragoy & Bastiaanse, 2013). In parallel, we expect that the additional processing in discourse syntax that is necessary for discourse-linking will increase the error rate in fluent aphasic comprehension. Our second goal is to compare comprehension of discourse-linked elements in two different aphasic populations: agrammatic and fluent.

2.2 Materials and methods

2.2.1 Participants

There were three participant groups: 10 NBDs, 10 individuals suffering from non-fluent agrammatic aphasia (A1 to A10) and 10 individuals suffering from fluent aphasia (F1 to F10). A certified clinical psychologist diagnosed the aphasic participants using Luria’s Neuropsychological Investigation (Luria, 1966) at the Center for Speech Pathology and Neurorehabilitation, Moscow. The agrammatic participants had efferent aphasia (roughly equivalent with Broca’s aphasia) and/or dynamic aphasia (a disruption in converting internal speech into spoken utterances; to some degree similar to transcortical motor aphasia), in some cases accompanied by afferent aphasia (roughly equaling apraxia of speech). In the subtests of the neuropsychological investigation targeting sentence construction and spontaneous speech, all participants belonging to this group were diagnosed as agrammatic (effortful, non-fluent speech with errors in inflection, omission of function words combined with relatively good auditory comprehension). They demonstrated effortful, telegraphic, non-fluent speech with relative intact comprehension. The fluent aphasic speakers all had sensory aphasia (roughly corresponding to Wernicke’s aphasia), which was in some cases accompanied by acoustic-mnestic aphasia (with the main deficit expressed as anomia and problems with retention of acoustic verbal traces). Their speech output was fluent with word-finding difficulties, verbal and phonemic paraphasias, and their comprehension was impaired.

All brain-damaged participants were aphasic due to a single left-hemisphere stroke except for A5 and F8, who suffered traumatic brain injury, and A3, A6, and F5, who suffered a second stroke. All participants were right-handed and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and no hearing problems. Russian was their native language. The mean age of the NBDs was 43.9 (range: 22-74,
SD = 15.7), of the agrammatic speakers 43.5 (range: 35-66, SD = 9.7), and of the fluent speakers 55.2 (range 22-68, SD = 13.1). A one-way ANOVA shows no significant difference in age between the three groups (F(2,29) = 2.60, p = .09). In Appendix A.1, the individual participant characteristics are given.

### 2.2.2 Materials

To investigate the discourse-linked and locally-bound elements conveying time reference, *wh*-reference and pronominal reference, three subtests with similarities in their design were administered to the participants. The order of the items within the test was pseudo-randomized so that no more than three subsequent trials were of the same condition and target gender. Position of the target was balanced across conditions.

For comprehension of time reference, the *Test for Assessing Reference of Time* (TART: Bastiaanse, Jonkers & Thompson, 2008; see Bastiaanse et al., 2011, for more background on this test) was employed. The TART comprehension subtest used in the current study consisted of 20 transitive action verbs in two conditions, so 40 items in total. Each item contained a simple verb form: the past perfective (prototypical form for past time reference in Russian), and the present imperfective (prototypical form for present time reference in Russian). Every sentence consisted of three words: the subject (man or woman), the verb and the object, for example *muzhchina rv’ot bumagu*: (lit. man-NOM tears paper-ACC) ‘the man is tearing paper’ and *muzhchina porval bumagu*: (lit. man-NOM tore paper-ACC) ‘the man tore paper’. A complete list of the verbs used in the test is given in Appendix A.2. Interpretation of the time reference relied on the verb’s aspect and its tense morphology. The comprehension TART is a binary choice task. Two color photographs were available per verb, one showing the action being finished and one showing it going on. The two photos were presented above each other. An example of an item is given in Figure 2.1 at the left.

For comprehension of *wh*-questions, a test was developed in analogy with the TART: the *WH-Extraction Assessment Test* (WHEAT). This test investigated subject questions with *who* and *which*. The WHEAT consisted of 20
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6The TART contained a third condition (with 20 items) for a different research question on prototypicality in time reference (see Dragoy & Bastiaanse, 2013). This condition was the Future Perfect. We will report on the results in a later paper.
2.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

verbs used in two conditions, 40 items in total. The two types of wh-phrases were in nominative case: kto: ‘who-NOM’, and kakoj muzhchina/kakaja zhenschina: ‘which man/which woman-NOM’. Every sentence consisted of three constituents: the wh-phrase, the verb and an object noun (man or woman), for example, kto nes’ot muzhchinu? (lit. ‘who-NOM carries the man-ACC?’): ‘who is carrying the man?’ and kakoj muzhchina nes’ot zhenschinu? (lit. ‘which man-NOM carries the woman-ACC?’): ‘which woman is carrying the man?’ A complete list of the verbs is given in Appendix A.2. The wh-phrases referred to a single person. Therefore, the participant was asked to point to one particular person in the two contrasting color pictures. Four models were used to create two picture-pairs: one showed the action being performed by a man to a woman, and one showed the action being performed by another
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The WHEAT contained two more conditions (with 20 items each) for a different research question on the difference between subject and object wh-questions (as for example reported in Hickok & Avrutin, 1996). This research question is out of scope of the current paper.
woman to another man. The person performing the action was always on the left side. An example of an item is given in Figure 2.1 in the middle.

For comprehension of pronominal reference, a test was developed in analogy with the TART and WHEAT: the Test for Reflexives and Pronouns (RePro). The RePro consisted of 20 verbs used twice (once with male and once with female actors) in two conditions (reflexive and pronoun), so 80 items in total. The verbs could all be used as a reflexive verb, with the reflexive suffix –s’a, and with an object pronoun (jego: ‘him’, or jejo: ‘her’). Every sentence consisted of two or three words: the subject (man or woman), the verb (with the reflexive suffix for the reflexive condition) and the object pronoun, for example zhenschina katajets’a: (lit. woman-NOM karts-REFL): ‘the woman karts herself’ or zhenschina katajet jejo: (lit. woman-NOM karts her-ACC): ‘the woman karts her’. A complete list of the verbs is given in Appendix A.2. In the RePro, participants had to choose between two contrasting color photographs: one showing the action being performed to another person of the same gender, and one showing the action being performed to the acting person himself/herself, where a second person appeared passively in the picture. The acting person was always on the left side, and the passive person on the right. An example of an item is given in Figure 2.1 at the right.

2.2.3 Procedure

For the three tests, the experimenter showed a pair of two pictures to the participant and read a sentence aloud. The participant was asked to point to the photograph (or, in case of the wh-questions, to the person) matching the sentence. The TART began with two practice items with the verbs ‘to read’ and ‘to write’, which were repeated until the participant understood the task: muzhchina chitaet pis’mo: (lit. man-NOM reads letter-ACC) ‘the man is reading the letter’, and muzhchina napisal pis’mo: (lit. man-NOM wrote letter-ACC) ‘the man wrote the letter’. For the WHEAT, the practice items contained the verbs ‘to massage’ and ‘to feed’: kto massazhirujet zhenschinu?: (lit. who-NOM massages the woman-ACC?) ‘who is massaging the woman?’ kakaja zhenschina kormit muzhchinu?: (lit. which woman-NOM feeds man-ACC?) ‘which woman is feeding the man?’ The participant was asked to point to a particular person in the photo. For the RePro, there were four practice items that contained the verb ‘to shave’ for the male actors and ‘to make up’ for the female actors: muzhchina brejet ego: (lit. man-NOM shaves him-ACC)
2.3. RESULTS

‘the man is shaving him’ and *zhenschina krasits’ja*: (lit. woman-NOM makes-up-REFL) ‘the woman is making herself up’. When the participant pointed to the wrong picture, the sentence matching that picture was contrasted with the probe sentence. On experimental items, no feedback was given. Responses were scored as correct when the participant pointed to the target picture. If the participant asked for more than one repetition, the response was counted as incorrect. The TART was always administered first, and the WHEAT was always administered last.

2.2.4 Data analysis

To test for an overall reliable difference between NBDs and the two aphasic groups, a linear mixed-effects regression analysis was carried out using the *lmer* function of the *lme4* package (Bates, Maechler, & Bolker, 2013) and Tukey’s contrasts from the *glht* function of the *multcomp* package (Hothorn et al., 2013) in R (R Core Team, 2013). The dependent variable of the model was log-linked accuracy (1=correct, 0=incorrect) with random effect factors for Participant and Item. A separate model was developed to investigate differences between conditions and aphasic groups. This model contained the fixed effects Aphasia type (agrammatic/fluent), Test (TART/WHEAT/RePro), Discourse-linking (yes/no) with a three-way interaction and the fixed effect Trial number. There were random-effect factors for Participant and Item with random slopes for Trial number, Test and Discourse-linking per Participant, and a random slope for Discourse-linking per Item. The model was developed by excluding insignificant parameters from a full model containing Aphasia type, Test, Discourse-linking, and Trial number with interactions between them as fixed factors. There were also interactions between Trial number, Test and Discourse-linking per Participant as random slopes and Discourse-linking by Item as random slope. Model comparison was based on the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and log likelihood ratio tests (significance defined as \( p < .05 \)).

2.3 Results

In Figure 2.2, the mean accuracy on the three tests is given for the two aphasic groups. Individual scores can be found in Appendix A.3.

The NBDs scored at ceiling; no errors were made on any test. The ac-
accuracy of the agrammatic and fluent aphasic speakers was significantly lower than the accuracy of the NBDs ($\beta = 6.30$, $SE = 1.19$, $z = 5.31$ and $\beta = 6.97$, $SE = 1.18$, $z = 5.88$, respectively). The data of NBDs will be further ignored. The fluent and agrammatic speakers’ overall accuracy did not differ ($\beta = 0.67$, $SE = 0.34$, $z = 1.98$). There was a three-way interaction between the factors of Aphasia group, Test, and Discourse-linking (model with a three-way interaction versus a model without an interaction with a) Aphasia type: $\chi^2 (5) = 24.30$, $p < .001$, with b) Test: $\chi^2 (6) = 29.91$, $p < .001$, and with c) Discourse-linking: $\chi^2 (5) = 26.93$, $p < .001$). In order to interpret this interaction, the data were broken down along the variable of Aphasia type, while keeping the remaining model the same and with both models including the variables of Test and Discourse-linking.

In the analysis of agrammatic speakers, there was an interaction between the variables Test and Discourse-linking (model with a two-way interaction versus a model without an interaction: $\chi^2 (2) = 5.17$, $p > .05$, with a lower AIC for the model including the interaction). In order to interpret this interaction, the three tests were analyzed separately.\(^8\) On the TART, agram-

\(^8\)During the instruction of the WHEAT, agrammatic aphasic participant A3 was still not able to point to the target referent after several repetitions of the practice items. We continued with the experimental items because we hoped she would start understanding the test. We included her data in the final analyses, however, an analysis without her data of the WHEAT did not yield different results.
matic individuals scored significantly lower on the discourse-linked past perfec-
tive than on the non-discourse-linked present imperfective ($\beta = 3.02$, $SE = .64$, $z = 4.69$). On the WHEAT, agrammatic speakers scored significantly lower on the discourse-linked *which* -condition than on the non-discourse-linked *who* -condition ($\beta = 1.88$, $SE = .83$, $z = 2.29$). On the RePro, there was no significant discourse-linking effect (model with versus model without the fixed factor of Discourse-linking: $\chi^2 (1) = 0.004, p > .05$, with a lower AIC for the model without Discourse-linking), explaining the two-way interaction. This can also be seen in Figure 2.2: discourse-linking played no significant role in the agram-
matic speakers’ accuracy on the RePro, where scores were at ceiling.

For the fluent aphasic speakers, there was no significant interaction between Test and Discourse-linking (model with a two-way interaction versus a model without an interaction: $\chi^2 (2) = 2.00, p > .05$, with a lower AIC for the model without the interaction). Tukey’s contrast showed that the three tests differed significantly from one another, with the highest accuracy on the RePro and the lowest accuracy on the WHEAT (TART vs. RePro $\beta = 1.43$, $SE = 0.40$, $z = 3.60$, WHEAT vs. RePro $\beta = 3.00$, $SE = 0.57$, $z = 5.22$). Furthermore, on all three tests discourse-linked conditions were more difficult than non-discourse-
linked conditions (model with versus model without the fixed factor Discourse-
linking $\chi^2 (1) = 6.23, p < .05$). This explains the three-way interaction in the model combining both aphasia types.

2.4 Discussion

With the current study we aimed to investigate whether the problems with *which*-questions, past time reference and pronominal reference are caused by the same underlying disorder, that is, a problem with processing discourse-
linked elements. Second, we compared comprehension of discourse-linked ele-
ments in agrammatic and fluent aphasic speakers.

Our first prediction, that discourse-linking is impaired in the three investi-
gated domains, was supported by the tests outcomes. In the domain of time reference, the TART showed that past was more impaired than present in both

---

9We performed the accuracy analysis in a sample of participants with stroke-induced aphasia only (9 agrammatic aphasic participants and 9 fluent aphasic participants) and the results were identical to the analysis in which the TBI patients were included. Including age as a predictor did not change the results either.
aphasic groups, in line with previous studies (Abuom & Bastiaanse, 2013; Bastiaanse, 2008; Bastiaanse et al., 2011; Dragoy and Bastiaanse, 2013, Faroqi-Shah & Dickey, 2009; Jonkers & de Bruin, 2009; Nanousi et al., 2006; Stavrakaki & Kouvava, 2003, but no difference was found in grammaticality judgments in Clahsen & Ali, 2009; Mészáros, 2011; Nanousi et al., 2006; Stavrakaki & Kouvava, 2003). In the domain of wh-subject questions, the WHEAT revealed that which-questions were more difficult than who-questions, which aligns with previous results by Hickok and Avrutin (1996), Neuhaus and Penke (2008), and Salis and Edwards (2008), but no such difference was found by Stavrakaki and Kouvava (2003) and Kljajevic and Murasugi (2010). The RePro, however, only revealed a discourse-linking effect in the fluent aphasic group and was not sufficiently sensitive to demonstrate what problems the agrammatic participants experience in the pronominal domain. Previous studies have not shown a clear pattern in this domain either. Some studies showed impaired comprehension of pronouns and relatively intact comprehension of reflexives (i.e., the bias-corrected scores of Grodzinsky et al., 1993; the incorrect priming of pronouns versus the null-effect on reflexives in agrammatic individuals in Love et al., 1998; the Dutch agrammatic individuals in Ruigendijk, Vasić, and Avrutin, 2006). However, other studies showed impaired comprehension overall (in agrammatic aphasia: Edwards & Varlokosta, 2007; in fluent aphasia: Ruigendijk & Avrutin, 2003).

The results support the idea of Avrutin (2000, 2006) that comprehension of discourse-linked elements is impaired in agrammatic aphasia. It requires extra grammatical processing, which is more demanding for the system compared to processing structures that involve only narrow syntax operations. As computational load increases, errors do so as well, according to processing accounts such as the one by Caplan et al. (2007). More errors are made when the sentence is more complex, because processing by discourse syntax breaks down, and the difference between non-discourse-linked and discourse-linked conditions on a certain test become proportionally larger.

Our second aim was to compare agrammatic and fluent aphasic comprehension of discourse-linked elements. Our results show that also in fluent aphasia, comprehension of discourse-linked elements causes difficulties, as demonstrated by the results of the TART, WHEAT, and RePro. Jonkers and de Bruin (2009) reported similar results in the domain of time reference for agrammatic and fluent aphasia. In the domain of wh-subject questions, a previous comprehension
study showed no influence of discourse-linking for fluent aphasic participants, but chance level performance in both *which*-subject questions and *who*-subject questions (Wimmer, 2010).

In the pronominal domain, the results of agrammatic and fluent aphasic speakers differ. The interaction we found in the overall analysis pointed to a lacking effect of discourse-linking in the agrammatic aphasic speakers, although we did find statistical evidence for such an effect in the fluent aphasic group. Closer inspection of the data shows, however, that both aphasic participant groups scored near ceiling on this test. As in agrammatic aphasia, previous research on fluent aphasia does not unequivocally point to impaired processing of pronouns compared to reflexives (no impairment: Love et al., 1998; overall impairment: Ruigendijk & Avrutin, 2003; pronoun impairment: Grodzinsky et al., 1993). The combined evidence of our current study and previous studies makes it difficult to draw a conclusion with regards to the influence of discourse-linking on pronominal reference.

The PADILIH (Bastiaanse et al., 2011) was originally based on data from agrammatic aphasia. We found support for a distinction between non-past and past time reference in NBDs as well (Bos et al., 2013; Dragoy et al., 2012). Our current results have implications for this hypothesis, too. In agrammatic aphasia, past time reference difficulties are a central deficit, affecting both production and comprehension (Bastiaanse et al., 2011). Jonkers and de Bruin (2009) reported problems with comprehension of past time reference compared to non-past time reference in Dutch agrammatic and fluent aphasic individuals. Previous experiments show that also in fluent aphasic production, verb forms that require discourse-linking, that is, verb forms referring to the past, cause more difficulties than verb forms for which no such linking is needed; that is, verb forms referring to the present (Bos & Bastiaanse, 2014; Dragoy & Bastiaanse, 2013; Kljajevic & Bastiaanse, 2011; Wieczorek et al., 2011). Hence, the past time reference deficit is central in both types of aphasia, extending the scope of the PADILIH to fluent aphasia.

The patterns of impairment are similar in the agrammatic and fluent aphasic group. However, that does not mean that the underlying disorder is the same. Earlier research has shown that fluent aphasic individuals often show a similar qualitative performance, but the underlying deficit can nonetheless differ from that of agrammatic aphasic individuals (Balogh & Grodzinsky, 2000; Bastiaanse & Edwards, 2004; Bastiaanse, 2011). Analysis of production er-
errors on verb morphology for time reference showed that agrammatic aphasic speakers more often switch to another time frame than fluent aphasic speakers (Dragoy & Bastiaanse, 2013; Bos & Bastiaanse, 2014). We believe other methods should be used to investigate whether the problems with comprehension of discourse-linked elements stem from a different underlying disorder in agrammatic and fluent aphasia. We are currently performing an eye-tracking experiment that can potentially illuminate this issue.